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CHARLES WOOD RARE BOOKS

1.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS. Proceedings of
the Twenty-second Annual Convention of the American Institute of
Architects held in Buffalo, October 17-19, 1888
$300.00
The contents are mostly procedural but there are four substantial
pieces of special interest: “Report of Special Commi�ee on the
Consolidation of Architectural Societies” (pp. 46-54); Report of
Special Commi�ee on bill to provide Improved Methods in the
Architectural Service of the Federal Government: (pp. 55-61);
“Debate on Report of Special Commi�ee on Consolidation” (pp.
70-90) and a review, “Architectural Drawing Exhibit” from the
magazine Building. A. J. Bloor was editor of this volume. All of
these pre-1900 publications of the AIA are very rare.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers. 152 pp. Wear at head and tail of spine but a good
copy.
.
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“THE MOST INFORMATIVE WORK OF ITS
KIND”
2.
[ANDERSON, JAMES]. A practical treatise on chimneys,
containing full directions for preventing or removing smoke in houses. Third
edition. Edinburgh: Printed for C. Ellio�, 1783
$1500.00
Originally published in Edinburgh 1776. The present edition has been
revised and greatly enlarged. “Despite his special concern with
Sco�ish practice and some rather bizarre, impractical (though not
entirely irrational) suggestions, like the replacement of numerous
small rooms by fewer large ones (even bedrooms with small beds) to
obtain more economic, clean and moderate heat, Anderson’s Treatise
evidently had widespread application and was appreciated by Robert
Clavering, Benjamin Franklin and others as the most informative work
of its kind.” - Harris, BABW, 21. RIBA, Early printed books, I, 92
describing the first edition. OCLC locates three copies in USA: Yale,
UDel, UMinn. This is a presentation copy inscribed on the verso of the
t.p. “M’Tavish Esqr from the Author.” Also later inscription ‘A.Seton’
and engr bookplate ‘Seton of Mounie’; Anderson married the heiress
Margaret Seton in 1768.
8vo, orig. marbled boards, calf spine. (vi)+82+1 pp. with one fdg. engr. plate with 18
figures. Nice copy.
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3.
ARNOLD, C. D. & H. D. HIGINBOTHAM. Official views of
the World’s Columbian Exposition issued by the Department of
Photography. Chicago: Photo-Gravure Co., 1893
$300.00
First edition, a very nice copy. This is generally considered the best
of the many books of photographic views of the fair and the only
one listed by Hitchcock in his American architectural books (no. 28
and 247). This is the “official” volume with the full complement of
115 plates; the shorter souvenir version with only 36 plates is much
more common. Davis, p. 93. The books of the fairs, no. 1030.
Oblong 8vo, orig. cloth. T.p., index leaf and 115
plates, each with dust sheet. Inner hinges slightly
tender, else a fine copy. Interesting ticket on front
pastedown: “Bayard Taylor Co., Book Manf’rs, 170
E. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.”
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4.
ATWOOD, DANIEL T. Atwood’s modern American
homesteads, illustrated by forty-six plates. New York: A. J. Bicknell &
Co., 1876
$200.00
First and only edition, a copy with old water stains and priced
accordingly. Much the rarest of Atwood’s two pa�ern books, this
illustrates “modern built co�ages and homesteads, model dairy
and ice houses, stock stables, out-buildings and southern houses
erected in various parts of the country, north, south, east and
west.” Some of the more ambitious houses are reminiscent of the
cartoons of Charles Addams, with profusions of pointy gables.
Floor plans are given in each case. Hitchcock 40.
8vo, orig. gilt decorated cloth, red edges. 39 ff of text with 46 litho plates and 32
pp of illus ads (incl chromolitho of Minton tiles). As noted, old water stains along
outer edges of some leaves.
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THE GOTHIC STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
5.
[AVRIL, LOUIS]. Temples anciens et modernes; ou observations
historiques et critiques sur les plus célèbres monumens d’architecture Grecque
et Gothique. Par M. L. M. Londres & Paris: Chez Musier, 1774 $750.00
First edition. “In 1741 J. G. Soufflot delivered a lecture at the Académie
des Beaux-Arts under the title Mémoire sur l’architecture gothique. This
paper, which may have been known to Laugier, was remarkable for its
sympathetic approach to Gothic as a valid architectural style, as
worthy of study as any other. Its argument was developed by Louis
Avril, a sometime Jesuit, who published Temples anciens et modernes...
(London & Paris, 1774) under the pseudonym M. L. M. It contains
some extremely perceptive comments on the structural system of the
Gothic church.” - D. Watkin, The rise of architectural history, p. 23. Avril’s
book was important and has been noted by several scholars: M.
McCarthy, The origins of the Gothic Revival, p. 11; W. Herrmann, Laugier
and 18th century French theory, p. 109. The plates represent the
Pantheon, the Basilica of Saint Paul, Santa Sophia at Constantinople,
Saint Peters and the Coliseum. RIBA, Early Printed Books, I, 165 with an
interesting note stating that Soane translated this work in its entirety
in 1806. NUC locates four copies.
8vo, orig. full calf, gilt spine, fine copy. (iv)+xvi+347+(iii) pp. with 7 fdg. engr. plates.
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IRON AND WIRE BUILDING ACCESSORIES
7.
BARNUM, E. T. E. T. Barnum Iron and Wire Works. No. 650 General
Catalogue. Detroit, 1925
$375.00
Barnum was an old company, established in 1866; Romaine lists a
catalogue of theirs as early as ca. 1870. Though they certainly published
thousands of catalogues, all of them are
quite scarce today. The reason is not hard to
find: in earlier catalogues it stated on the
inside of the front cover: “Kindly discard all
previous catalogues...” In the present copy it
states: “Please file this catalogue for future
reference...” OCLC locates a total of
fourteen different Barnum catalogues of
various dates but no copy of the present
issue. The contents, all of which are
profusely illustrated, include the following
subjects: fire escapes, jail and prison work,
canopies and marquise (sic), lawn furniture,
bank and office railings, display fountains,
wire signs, drinking fountains, wire cloth,
mausoleum doors and gates. But there is
much more, for example weather vanes,
garden fountains, wire trellises, cemetery
entrance gates, flag poles, ornamental signs,
etc. etc.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers. 68 pp., profusely illus.
Fine copy.
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A MODEL BOOK FOR URBAN 19TH
CENTURY CLUB HOUSES
8.
[BARRY, CHARLES]. The Travellers’ Club House...accompanied
by an essay on the present state of architectural study and the revival of the
Italian style, by W. H. Leeds. London: John Weale, 1839
$1295.00
First edition. A work of very considerable importance in the
development of the Renaissance Revival both in England and
America. The Travellers’ Club “...was as basic to Victorian
stylistic developments in many fields of secular building as
Pugin’s churches erected a decade later were to be in the
ecclesiastical and related fields. It also received in 1839 the
honour of being presented by W. H. Leeds in a special
monograph. This publication, with its fine engraved plates,
made the design generally available for study and emulation”.
- Hitchcock, Early Vict. Archit. in Britain, p. 38.
It was emulated for the design of several American clubs
in the mid-nineteenth century, as well. Leed’s essay is also
important, for he developed at some length the arrangements
for a Renaissance Revival. The running title is “Studies and
examples of the modern school of English architecture.” This
has now go�en to be a rare book. This is only the third copy I
have had in the last 54 years.
Folio, orig. printed boards, edges worn, neatly rebacked, original spine
le�ering copied closely. (viii)+35 pp. with 10 engr. plates. Sca�ered light
foxing but a good copy.
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A PAMPHLET WAR CONCERNING A
SCANDAL OVER THE REBUILDING OF
ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL
9.
[BATEMAN, THOMAS]. An answer to a pamphlet entitul’d Frauds
and Abuses at St. Paul’s with an Appendix relating to the Revenues and
Repairs of that Cathedral. London: Printed for John Morphew, 1713
$600.00
First and only edition. “Christopher Wren became the focus of
controversy 23 years after the rebuilding of St. Paul’s Cathedral had
begun, in 1697. Concerned at the time the rebuilding was taking, the
House of Commons agreed to continue the coal duty - the chief source
of revenue for the project - only on condition that as an incentive
towards greater efficiency, half of Wren’s salary should be withheld
until six months after the completion of the works...” - BAL, Early
Printed Books, V, 3909. The present pamphlet is also listed in BAL, 3757.
The pamphlet alluded to in the title is by Francis Hare, and was an
a�ack on Wren, and the master carpenter Richard Jennings and others
working at St. Paul’s. There were several other pamphlets in this ‘war’
which are listed and explained in the note to BAL 3909. All of these
pamphlets are included in volume 5 of the BAL set, all of which are
addenda. All are very rare; none are included in Harris & Savage,
BABW. The present pamphlet is not in OCLC. ESTC 152997 locates 3
copies in USA: Folger; HEH; UT Austin.
8vo, modern marbled boards calf spine (unle�ered). vii+1+88 pp. Untrimmed copy.
T.p. and final leaf dusty and soiled; otherwise a good sound copy.
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LISTS THE PICTURES AT HOUGHTON
BEFORE THEY WERE SOLD TO RUSSIA
ALSOLISTSTHECONTENTSOFNARFORDHALL
10.
[BEATNIFFE, RICHARD]. The Norfolk tour: or, traveller’s pocket
companion. Being a concise description of all the principal towns, as well as of
the Noblemens and Gentlemens seats...Fourth edition, greatly enlarged and
improved. Norwich: Printed and sold by R. Beatniffe, 1786
$750.00
Originally published 1772. A nice copy in the original paper boards,
paper spine, untrimmed. Includes descriptions of a number of major
country houses including Houghton (pp 138-153) and Holkham (pp 106133). The author states in his preface: “The Houghton collection of
pictures having been sold, and removed out of the kingdom, a short
catalogue of them only is here inserted, with the prices paid for each by
the Empress of Russia.” It also includes a description of Narford (p. 171179) which is an important house, not well documented. It still stands
(Grade I listed). It was built by Sir Andrew Fontaine, an amateur architect
and well-known collector. A note on Fontaine and the house is given in
Colvin, p. 319. Fontaine is also given a good note in Frank Hermann’s The
English as collectors: “When [Fontaine’s] magnificent collection of
Maiolica, Henry II ware, sixteenth century faience, Limoges enamels,
and early Flemish drawings came on to the market 132 years after his
death (1884), there was immense competition for individual pieces and
they fetched prices that have not often been exceeded even since that
time. The collection was sold by a direct descendant who had added a
considerable number of pieces of equal quality.” (p. 433). See also online
“Narford a village which has disappeared” for a very good and funny
note involving John Harris and Pevsner.
8vo, orig. boards, untrimmed. (x)+240+pp129-136 (as is correct).
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CLASSIC WORK ON ENGINEERING
11.
BELIDOR, [BERNARD FOREST DE]. La science des ingenieurs
dans la conduite des travaux de fortification et d’architecture civile. Paris:
Jombert, 1729
$1000.00
First edition. “With La science des ingenieurs (1729) and Architecture
hydraulique (1737-39) Belidor entered into the science of mechanics
properly with a summons to builders to base design and practice on
its principles...The practical contents of both works proved to be
invaluable to architects, builders and engineers... Both works were
reprinted so often that the copper plates wore out and had to be reengraved for the final editions, in 1813 and 1819 respectively...
Belidor’s influence, therefore, was the reciprocal of what he intended:
rather than introducing mathematics into practical construction, he
brought the problems of engineering to mechanics.” - DSB. RIBA,
Early printed books, 239 with note: Reprints followed in 1734 and 1739;
a German translation appeared in Nuremberg 1757-58; and a new
edition with notes by C.-L.-M.-H. Navier was published by Didot in
1813 (reprinted 1830). Berlin Catalogue 3540. Eckstrom Collection 184.
Bibliotheca Mechanica, p. 30. There were several copies of this work in
America before 1830; see Shaw, Engineering books available in America
prior to 1830, 63A-B. Finch, Engineering Classics, pp. 51-55.
4to, recent marbled boards, calf spine, gilt, old style. [xviii]+80+64+96+104+80+80+
[viii] pp., the six parts or books being separately paginated. Title in red and black,
superb engraved frontis. by Rigault. With 53 engr. plates. With the engraved armorial
bookplate of Charles Fi�-Roy, Earl of Southampton.
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ONE OF THE RAREST EDITIONS OF
ASHER BENJAMIN’S FIRST BOOK
12.
BENJAMIN, ASHER. The country builder’s assistant.
Greenfield, Mass: Printed by Thomas Dickman, 1800 $7500.00
An excellent absolutely complete copy of “the earliest original
American work on architecture” (Hitchcock). Originally
published in Greenfield in 1797, there was a second edition in
Boston, 1798; a third edition Greenfield, 1800 (as here) and a
final one published in Greenfield in 1805. This edition has
seven more plates than the first edition but most importantly it
(and the final one of 1805) are the only editions with the
pictorial frontispiece, a charming and elegant touch. The
engraving is a view of an elegant house (not unlike the
Hancock House which stood on Beacon Hill in Boston until
1863) together with a carriage shed and a meeting house in the
background. The image is very much like the overmantel
landscape paintings one occasionally sees in New England
houses from the late 18th and early 19th centuries. It is a totally
American conception. The first edition has always been almost
unobtainable. The second (Boston, 1798) has always been
slightly easier to find. The third (as here) and fourth editions,
especially in complete copies, have always been almost as rare
as the first edition. This is only the second copy I have owned
in the past 54 years. Hitchcock 113. Rink 2549 locating three
copies. Nineteenth century pencilled ownership mark:
‘Thomas Cass Beard County.’

8vo, orig. full sheep, with all original end papers and flyleaves (neatly rebacked by
the Green Dragon Bindery). 36 pp with engr. frontisp and 37 engr. plates (of which 2
fdg). The first of the two folding plates has been neatly mended at the fold. Lightly
and uniformly browned throughout but for this book a fine copy.

.
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13.
BENJAMIN, ASHER. Elements of architecture, containing the
Tuscan, Doric, Ionic and Corinthian orders. Second edition. Boston:
Benjamin B. Mussey, 1849
$850.00
First published 1843. As Hitchcock points out this was Benjamin’s last
and least popular work; it is also one of the scarcest, being almost as
hard to find, in either edition, as are any editions of his first book, The
country builder’s assistant. Of particular interest and not given sufficient
a�ention by scholars are the “36 experiments made in various ways on
European timber by European artists; and on the strength of iron,
steel, copper, brass, tin, lead, stone, bricks, cement, etc.” Pages 147-152
cover Egyptian architecture, a very early American discussion of this
subject. The final chapter (pp. 187-211) is devoted to “The Principles of
Architecture”; this is a rare instance of Benjamin discussing
architectural theory. Hitchcock 116.
This copy has an intriguing mark of provenance; it was signed
twice by Evan Griffiths, one dated 1862. There was a Welch architect
by that name from Aberdare (active 1848-69) - could this possibly have
been the same man?
8vo, original publisher’s embossed black cloth. 232 pp. with 28 full-p. engr. plates.
Small chip at head of spine expertly mended; inner hinges reinforced. A very good
clean copy.
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14.
BENJAMIN, ASHER. The architect, or practical house carpenter.
Boston: Benjamin B. Mussey, 1851
$295.00
Originally published 1830, this was Benjamin’s fourth and vastly
most popular work. This was the key book in introducing the
Greek Revival to the New England countryside, as well as to the
states in the mid-west. Hitchcock 130.
4to, modern (but not brand new) full cloth. 119 pp. with 64 engr. plates. With
occasional sca�ered light foxing. Signed on front fly: “Thomas Lakey’s Bot 1 Mo
1854.”
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FIRST EDITION OF A DELIGHTFUL
GUIDEBOOK TO PALLADIO &
SCAMOZZI’S BUILDINGS IN VICENZA
15.
BERTOTTI-SCAMOZZI, OTTAVIO. Il forestiere instruito delle
cose piu’ rare di archite�ura, e di alcume pi�ure della ci�a’ di Vicenza dialogo
di O. B. S. Vicenza: Giovamba�ista Vendramini Mosca, 1761 $2750.00
First edition of this charming guidebook, “wri�en in the form of a
dialogue between an English aficionado (‘Guglielmo’) and his cicerone
(‘Leandro’ - i.e., Berto�i) almost wholly devoted to the great buildings
of Palladio and Scamozzi.
Described by Goethe, who
visited the author in
Vicenza on 21 Sept. 1786,
as an ‘artige Buchelchen’,

it was aimed in particular at the more intelligent English ‘grand
tourist’, the author including some complimentary mention of the
English Palladians, ‘particolarmente il Signori Bre�ingham,
Sciamber [Chambers], ed Adami, ed in questi ultimi tempi il Signor
Winn [i.e., Wren the younger]... (p. 12).” - BAL, Early printed books,
262. A copy of the second edition of 1780 was owned by the
American diplomat William Short, of Virginia, who was secretary
to Thomas Jefferson (the Short copy is in the Fowler collection, no.
44). Jefferson himself, however, does not seem to have owned a
copy. Berlin Catalogue 2709. Fowler 43. Millard, Italian, 19. BAL
262.
4to, cont calf spine and corners, neatly rehinged, orig. spine & le�ering piece
preserved. 119+1 pp with 36
engr. plates (of which 30 fdg).
Engraved frontispiece portrait
of the dedicatee, Marchese
Mario Capra. With late 19th
century bookplate: “Ex Libris
Vallis Dei.”
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FINE COPY OF THE SECOND
AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL BOOK
16.
BIDDLE, OWEN. The young carpenter’s assistant; or, a
system of architecture, adapted to the style of building in the United
States. Philadelphia: Published by Johnson and Warner, printed
by Robert and William Carr, 1810
$3000.00
First published in 1805. In the present second edition, the title
page and preface have been reset, but it is otherwise identical to
the first edition except that it does not have the list of
subscribers. This was the second original American
architectural book. Hitchcock comments: “A native born
American, like Asher Benjamin [who wrote the first original
American architectural book in 1797], Biddle emphasizes in his
title that his book is especially suited for American use, and that
there is by this time ‘a style of building in the United States’
distinguishable from that of England. Benjamin imitated this
title the next year in that of the first edition of The American
builders’ companion.” (American architectural books, 176). Talbot
Hamlin has made some thoughtful comments on the essential
conservativeness of Biddle’s designs: “Its designs, much more
restrained and austere than those shown in Asher Benjamin’s
plates, are all in the dignified Georgian style of the late
Philadelphia colonial. Although occasionally they show some
of the New England work, generally they have that kind of
quiet correctness so typical of the Philadelphia region. Of the
newer classical feeling championed by Jefferson there is
scarcely a trace; of even the delicate, creative modifications of
the Adam spirit that characterized the work of New England,
New Jersey and New York there is li�le sign.” (Greek revival

archit in America, p. 64). A copy of this 2nd edition, in poor
condition, made $3250 at auction in 2000). The present copy is
in remarkably good condition with both folding plates
completely intact, with minimal foxing and in the original full
sheep binding. (Due to their fragile nature the folding plates
almost never survive intact). Rink 1773.
4to, orig. full sheep. 64 pp. with 44 engr plates (2 of which are folding). An
excellent copy of a fragile book.
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DESCRIPTION OF A MAJOR HOUSE
DESGINED BY GUY LOWELL
DELUXE EDITION BOUND IN FULL
RED MOROCCO
17.
BILLINGS, C. K. G. ESQ. Fort Tryon Hall, the residence of
C. K. G. Billings, Esq., a descriptive and illustrated catalogue issued
privately by the owner. [Privately Printed] Washington Heights,
New York, 1911
$950.00
A beautifully printed account of this grand estate situated on
about 25 acres of land on the northern part of Manha�an
Island. It was designed by the distinguished architect Guy
Lowell. The description was wri�en by Barr Ferree. P. W.
French of New York supervised the furnishing and decoration.
The fine photogravure plates illustrate 2 views of Tryon Hall
and the grounds; interior views include the patio, south end of
living room, north end of di�o, reception room, dining room,
breakfast room, living hall (2nd floor), billiard and trophy
room and bed room. Then follow 53 photogravures of
paintings, mostly of artists fashionable at the time but
including Rosa Bonheur, Corot, Daubigny, Troyon and others
of note. Then follow eight plates of ceramics and porcelains,
with extensive captions and notes; and finally, three portraits of
famous horses owned by Mr. Billings. A sumptuous work,
printed on high quality imitation vellum by the Riverside Press,
Cambridge. The edition was probably very small, I would
guess not more than fifty or so copies. The number of copies
bound in full red morocco would have been even smaller.

Small folio, orig. full red morocco, t.e.g.; Billings arms blocked in gold and
silver on the upper cover. Binding signed by The Riverside Press. Unpaginated;
[OCLC states 179 pp with 93 leaves of plates]. Untrimmed.
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18.
BIRKMIRE, WILLIAM H. Skeleton construction in buildings with numerous practical
illustrations of high buildings. Second edition. New York: Wiley, 1894
$375.00
Originally published 1893. Of particular historical value, it compares the technical aspects of
New York and Chicago construction. Several important buildings are described and illustrated
in detail; from New York the Home Life Insurance Bldg. (N. LeBrun); the Havermeyer Bldg.
(Geo. B. Post); the New Netherland (W. H. Hume) and four others; from Chicago the Old
Colony Bldg. (Holabird & Roche) and several others. In recent years the traditional idea of the
Chicago origin of the skyscraper has come under increasing doubt in favor of New York - this
book is central to that theme. See also S. B. Landau & C.Condit, Rise of the New York Skyscraper
1865-1913 (1996) where Birkmire is mentioned from and quoted several times. Hitchcock 190.
8vo, orig. cloth, small chip in spine, else a nice copy. xiv+237+(v-xiv-an advert)+ii pp. with 114 wood-engr. illus.
Old bookplate; inner rear hinge partially cracked.
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19.
BOSTON. BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY. Catalogue of
books relating to architecture, construction, and decoration in the
Public Library of the City of Boston. Second edition with an additional
section on city planning. Boston: Published by the Trustees, 1914
$225.00
Originally published 1894 (see Hitchcock 202). This was the
first substantial bibliography on the subject of architecture
published in America. Thoroughly indexed by author, subject
and place. Very uncommon.
8vo, orig. half dark red morocco. x+535 pp. Very nice copy.
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A BUILDING BY SHEPLEY, RUTAN &
COOLIDGE
20.
BOSTON. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. Ceremonies
connected with the opening of the building of the Boston Chamber of
Commerce Wednesday and Thursday Jan. 20 and 21, 1892. Boston:
Press of Geo. H. Ellis, 1892
$250.00
First edition. Documentation for a very handsome stone
building in the Romanesque manner of H. H. Richardson but
actually designed by his successors, Shepley, Rutan and
Coolidge and built by Norcross Brothers. The text includes a
description of the building. The frontispiece is a fine heliotype
view of the exterior; other photographic plates show interior
views (the trade room, reading room, and two offices). This was
an important building; it is included in the list of works by
SR&C in the Macmillan Encyclopedia of Architects. Not in
Hitchcock.
8vo, orig. cloth. 128 pp with 9 heliotype plates. Old newspaper clipping
pasted to the front flyleaf; light wear to the head of spine, else a nice bright
copy.
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ONE OF THE SOURCES FOR THE
STUDY OF HH RICHARDSON
21.
BOSTON. PORTFOLIO CLUB. The Architectural Sketch
Book. July 1873 - August 1875 (Vol I, nos. 1-12; Vol II, nos. 1-12; Vol
III, nos. 1-2) Boston: James R. Osgood, 1873-5
$2000.00
Volumes one and two and the first two numbers of Vol three of
this rare and important work (the complete series ran through
four volumes, July 1873 - Dec 1876). Professor Hitchcock has
stated: “For the later decades of the nineteenth century
periodicals are perhaps more important sources than books.”
In his book The architecture of H. H. Richardson Hitchcock makes
no less than seven references to this work. Volume I contains 47
plates (as is correct), and includes designs by H. H. Richardson
(2), Hartwell & Swasey (3), Charles B. Atwood (3), Sturgis &
Brigham (3), Edward C. Cabot (3), Ware & Van Brunt (3),
Peabody & Stearns (4), Putnam & Tilden (3) and numerous
others. The last 4 plates show the competition designs for the
new Mass. State Prison (6 elevations by 6 architects; 9 plans by
9 architects).
Volume II contains 52 plates (as is correct) and includes
designs by Ware and Van Brunt (6); Cummings and Sears (3); S.
J. F. Thayer (4); W. R. Emerson (1); Peabody and Stearns (3);
Manly N. Cu�er, (1) and others. For locations see Union List of
Serials. The plates are reproduced by the heliotype process for
which Osgood had a monopoly. Copies of this work vary
slightly in the number of plates; this one is complete as issued nothing is missing.

Provenance: With the 19th century bookplate “H. G. Fiddelke, Architect,
Oak Park, Ill”).
Folio, recent full hard buckram; dark brown le�ering piece. 26 issues; each issue with one
leaf of text and [usually] 4 plates. With a total of 107 heliotype plates. An excellent copy.
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A MAJOR BUILDING BY HARTWELL & RICHARDSON
22.
BOSTON. Souvenir of the Youth’s Companion. N.p.
[Boston], 1893
$300.00
Good copy of a rare pamphlet which describes one of the major
buildings by Hartwell & Richardson. The Youth’s Companion, a
paper for children, was founded in Boston in 1827 by Nathaniel
Willis. It continued to outgrow building after building and in
1889 the publisher purchased a site at the corner of Columbus
Avenue and Berkeley St. “In 1890 the construction was begun
by Messrs. Hartwell & Richardson of Boston, Architects, and
Messrs Norcross Brothers, of Worcester, Builders...[the la�er],
kings among builders - never did more finished and thorough

work.” “Throughout the 1880s [Hartwell & Richardson’s] nonresidential work was influenced more and more by H. H.
Richardson...” - Susan Maycock in The Macmillan Encyclopedia of
Architects II, p. 327. And indeed, the grand round arched main
entrance with its terra-co�a ornament in the spandrels is very
much in the manner of HHR. OCLC locates only one copy in
MA (State Library). Not in Hitchcock; this the first copy I have
ever handled. The building still stands; it is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.
Oblong 12mo (5 x 7 ¼"). (32) pages with color cover and 16 color plates and
10 black & white vigne�e illus. Small chip (½ x 2") off the corner of the blank
rear cover (the missing piece is still present).
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FOR THE PREVENTION OF HOUSE
ROBBERIES
23.
BRAMAH, JOSEPH. A dissertation on the construction of
Locks. London: Printed for the author, and sold by R. Baldwin,
Paternoster-Row, n.d. [ca. 1785]
$1250.00
First and only edition. The Wikipedia article on Lock and Key
explains: “The designs of Barron and Chubb were based on the
use of movable levers, but Joseph Bramah, a prolific inventor,
developed an alternative method in 1784. His lock used a
cylindrical key with precise notches along the surface; these
moved the metal slides that impeded the turning of the bolt
into an exact alignment, allowing the lock to open. The lock was
at the limits of the precision manufacturing capabilities of the
time and was said by its inventor to be unpickable. In the same
year Bramah started the Bramah Locks Company at 124
Piccadilly, and displayed the “Challenge Lock” in the window
of his shop from 1790, challenging “...the artist who can make
an instrument that will pick or open this lock” for the reward of
£200 GBP. The challenge stood for over 67 years until, at the
Great Exhibition of 1851, the American locksmith Alfred
Charles Hobbs was able to open the lock and, following some
argument about the circumstances under which he had opened
it, was awarded the prize. Hobbs’ a�empt required some 51
hours spread over 16 days.” OCLC locates 7 copies in this
country.
8vo, old (but not original) boards with buckram spine and gilt stamped
leather label.(iv)+46+ 1 pp with 2 engr plates of which 1 fdg. Nice copy.
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A FINE ENGRAVED BROADSIDE
ADVERTISEMENT
24.
BRODIE, ALEXANDER. New patent fire stove invented
and sold by Alexander Brodie, White Smith, near Temple Barr.
[London, ca. 1800]
$500.00
Handsome engraved broadside illustrating, on the upper
portion, a cast iron fire front decorated with Adamesque swags
and bellflower ornaments. Engraved text on the lower half
explains how it worked; a chief feature was to “prevent
chimneys smoaking or taking fire, to hinder any evil disposed
person coming down into the room...” Also advertised in the
description is a “new invented patent bed-screw lever” for
invalid beds. Though it is not really a trade card (it’s too large
and it advertises a specific product), in its general form it is
similar to many illustrated in Ambrose Heal, London
Tradesmen’s cards of the XVIIIth century (1925). Rare and in fine
condition. OCLC locates only one copy (AmPhSoc) but it is not
clear to me if it is a hard copy or on microfilm.
Folio (13 x 8 ½") printed on laid paper with a watermark (but undated).
Slight trace of old fold; a fine clean copy, a rich impression and decent
margins outside the plate mark.
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25.
BRUNNER, ARNOLD W. & THOMAS TRYON. Interior
decoration. New York: W. T. Comstock, 1891
$550.00
First published 1887; this is the second edition. Both authors
were architects. Hitchcock suggests that this book is probably
the first to bear a popular 20th century title (but now, with
hindsight, we know this is not true). Fine illustrated chapters
discuss the hall, the staircase, the library, the parlor, the dining
room, the study and the bed rooms. These papers and essays
were originally published in Building, an architectural journal;
this is their first appearance in book form. Hitchcock 227.
4to, orig. stiff printed wrappers. (x)+5-65 pp. with 15 plates hors texte (after
pen and ink drawings sgd AWB) and 50 illus in the text. Chip in head of
spine and some cracking along spine, else a fine copy of a fragile book.
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26.
BULLET, [PIERRE]. Architecture pratique, qui comprend la
construction generale & particuliere des Batimens...nouvelle édition,
revue & augmentée. Paris: Delalain, 1774
$300.00
Nice copy of this long standard and popular work. Originally
published in 1691, it was reprinted in 1722, and new “enlarged
and corrected” editions appeared in 1755 (reprinted in 1726 sic,
1768, 1774), 1812, 1825 and 1826, as well as other years. The
book provided information on basic building procedures for
the use of contractors, architects and other tradesmen. Topics

covered are materials, methods of measuring construction and
appraising costs, articles from the Paris building code and the
format of specifications. RIBA, Early printed books, 491, edition
of 1732. Weibenson III-C-14 with good note. Fowler 72 (edition
of 1691, with good note). Berlin Catalogue 2542 (1762 edition).
Cicognara 456. Millard Architectural Catalogue (French), no.
45, this edition.
8vo, orig. cat’s paw calf, gilt spine. xxx+622+(ii) pp. with engr frontisp and 15
engr. copper plates, of which 7 folding. With numerous wood-cut text illus.
Head of spine chipped, else a good copy.
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“ARTISTIC HOMES OF CALIFORNIA”
27.
CALIFORNIA. SAN FRANCISCO NEWSLETTER.
Artistic homes of California. Issued with S. F. Newsle�er, 1887-8. F.
Marrio�, Publisher. San Francisco, (1888)
$2250.00
“In this album are houses representing almost every stage of
the city’s growth - from the Italian order of architecture, with its
porticoes, which prevailed in the 50s, up through the mansard
roof and cupola period, to the style of the French Renaissance,
the Queen Anne and Colonial style, and all the varied forms of
the modern Gothic”. - Preface. Each house is identified as to
architect; the one designer of national stature is Bruce Price; the
others include Curle� & Cuthbertson, Clinton Day, A. C. Macy,
Pissis & Moore, Percy & Hamilton, etc. The plates are sharp
artotypes made from photographs (all the plates were made by
Bri�on and Rey of S.F.). Because these plates were originally
issued with the San Francisco Newsle�er most copies vary. The
collation is confusing; see below. Hitchcock 1130.
Oblong 4to, orig. dec. cloth with title stamped in gilt on front cover in
‘artistic’ le�ering; neatly rebacked in calf by Green Dragon Bindery. Title
page, index leaf and 51 plates each with leaf of text. Collates as follows: 1-10,
12, 12-42, 44-51. Plate 11 is misnumbered 12. Plate 34 is misnumbered 45.
Plate 38 is misnumbered 53. Both plate 43 and text leaf for it are missing; they
were never bound in. A tiny portion of the blank corner of the last dozen or
so leaves has been abraded away; hardly noticeable. In fact, this is a very nice
copy. Rare.
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A VERY FINE HOUSE PHOTOGRAPH
ALBUM
28.
CALIFORNIA. (?SAN FANCISCO). Fine photograph
album recording an elegant house and garden in what looks like the
Pacific Heights neighborhood of San Francisco. San Francisco, ca.
1920
$650.00
The oblong folio album contains 64 large (8x10") silver prints. It
opens with a view of a very expensive touring car with a
uniformed chauffeur si�ing behind the [exposed] steering
wheel. It is parked in front of the front entrance, a round-arched
door with a plateresque ornamental surround. The number of
the house is 1120 (but the street is not identified). Following
photos show other views of the outer door, the inside
entryway, the grand stair hall, the upstairs hall, furniture and
fixtures, the library and study, dining room, breakfast room,
several bedrooms, grand salon with grand piano, outdoor
[back porch] with plantings and flowers. Other views show the
back of the house to have a sunken garden, fine cast iron
railings, a garden fountain and a trellis for climbing plants. If
this house is still extant, I am sure it would be easy to identify.
Wikipedia states: “In 2013 Pacific Heights was named
the most expensive neighborhood in the United States.”
Oblong folio (11 x 14"), bound in a heavy maroon fabric with a flat spine.
With 29 leaves bound on stubs. A li�le rubbing to head of spine and slight
old white stain on cover, else a fine copy. Photos in perfect condition.
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THE PYRAMIDAL FORM AS SEPULCHRE
29.
CAMBRY, [JACQUES]. Rapport sur les sépultures, présenté
a l’administration centrale du Départment de la Seine. Paris: Pierre
Didot l’Aine, an VII [1799]
$3250.00
First and only edition, fine copy in a handsome contemporary
binding of full dark red calf. Cambry advocates cremation, and
presents an ambitious and very monumental scheme for a
“champ de repos” at Montmartre designed by Jacques Molinos
(1743-1831) on whom see Macmillan Encyc. of Archts. and also E.
Kaufmann, Archit. in the age of reason, in passim. The
monumental neo-classical pyramidal design in many of
Cambry’s plates is very much in the manner of Ledoux and
Boullee. Very rare; I can find only one copy in the book trade in
recent years (1977 - Weinreb. Cat. 37, no. 26 with a good note).

RIBA, Early printed books, 527: “The project may be compared
with Thomas Willson’s suggestion for London thirty years later
(The pyramid, a general metropolitan cemetery, to be erected in the
vicinity of Primrose Hill, [1830].” For a detailed account of
Cambry’s beautiful project and its hostile reception, see Richard
A. Etlin, The architecture of death: the transformation of the cemetery
in eighteenth century Paris, Cambridge Ma., 1984, pp. 272-282.
See also: Univ. of St. Thomas (Houston), Visionary Architects (excat), 1968, in passim.
Small folio (12 ½ x 9 ½"), bound in full contemp. dark red calf, gilt lines on
edges of covers and on spine; all edges gilt. (iv)+(ii)+83 pp. with 9 fdg. engr
plates. Several of the plates have a pale old half-circle light water stain along
the lower edge (not touching the plate mark). Inoffensive. A fine copy.
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UNRECORDED VIEW BOOK OF THE PONCE DE LEON HOTEL
30.
1893

[CARRERE & HASTINGS. Architects]. Portfolio Ponce de Leon. Halftones from Elite. Chicago: Elite,
$285.00

Both trained at the EBA in Paris, Carrere & Hastings “represented many aspects of the Beaux-Arts
movement in America, and epitomized the best parts of the French system - its adherence to functional
planning and the appropriate use of materials - and avoided the excesses of ornament and modish
composition. The Ponde de Leon Hotel at Saint Augustine (1888) was the first lesson in French
planning by members of their generation. The building’s functional success led to...[many other
commissions].”- Channing Blake in the Macmillan Encyclopedia of Architecture. The present work is rare;
not in OCLC; not in Hitchcock.
Oblong folio (11 x 16"), orig. paper wraps textured to resemble alligator skin; tied with a cord. T.p. and 7 ff of halftones after
photographs by William Henry Jackson.
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A SPECIAL COPY PRESENTED BY THE
ARCHITECT TO HIS MOTHER
31.
CHARDON, E[RNEST], PIERRE LAMPUE & MARCELNOEL LAMBERT. Projet d’un Hotel de Ville a Vienne. N.p. [Paris],
1869
$2250.00
Fine copy of a beautiful and very limited publication of
photographs of the drawings for the projected Rathaus in Vienna.
Very rare; OCLC locates one copy only (Ge�y) with a good note; I
loosely quote parts of here: “This album displays eleven
photographs of the drawings for the Rathaus in Vienna prepared
by the French architect Ernest Chardon de Thermeau (act. 18691880), in collaboration with Marcel-Noel Lambert (act. 1860/691880). As a city’s administrative headquarters, the hotel de ville or
Rathaus stands as a symbol of its community. Although Cardon’s
project plans won “1er prix au concours internationale” held at
Vienna that year, an Austrian architect, Friedrich Schmidt, was
awarded the commission for the Vienna Rathaus. On the title page,
Chardon is described as “Architecte Inspecteur aux Travaux du
Gouvernment,” and Lambert as “Architecte Eleve a l’Ecole
imperiale et speciale des Beaux-Arts.” The albumen prints
illustrate plans, elevations, and sections of the building as well as
details of the Salon des Fetes and the Pavilion. Of particular note is
the title page; it is done in manuscript with black and red le�ers
and with gold historiated initials. The captions to the plates are also
done in very precise manuscript. The inscription on the upper right
corner of the title page reads: “A ma Belle Mere, Souvenir de ma
jolie affections, E. Chardon.” The photos are in both oblong and
vertical formats; they are mounted within double red line borders.

They were made by Piere Lampue who is noted in J. M. Voignier as
a specialist in “Vues d’architecture.”
Oblong large folio (19 x 25"), bound in red pebble grain cloth, dark red morocco
spine (very slightly rubbed). Title in handsome gold stamped le�ers on upper
cover. Photos are good and rich and dark.
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VERY UNCOMMON BIOGRAPHICAL
DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH
ARCHITECTS
32.
[CHATTERTON, FREDERICK (ED)]. Who’s who in
Architecture, giving brief biographies and other useful particulars of
architects practicing in the United Kingdom. London: Technical
Journals Ltd.; The Architectural Press, 1914, 1923, 1926
$675.00
First editions; all published. An indispensable source of
biographical information on British and Irish architects. Contains,
in all, entries on over 17,000 professional architects. The dealer
from whom I bought this had kept it in his reference library for
many years; he went through it carefully and told me there were
less than two dozen women architects included. It includes useful
accounts of schools of architecture in the UK. It was not included
in the list of sources for Dora Ware’s Short Dictionary of British
Architects (Lond., 1967). It is not widely held in American libraries;
OCLC locates only one complete 3-vol set in an American library
(Phila Mus of Art). There are, however, microfilm sets in some
other libraries.
3 vols. 8vo, orig. cloth. I. 338 pp; II. 408 pp; III. 460 pp.
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THE FIRST IMPORTANT PUBLIC
BUILDING IN THE MODERN STYLE
DESIGNED BY A BRITISH WOMAN
ARCHITECT
33.
CHESTERTON, A. K. Brave Enterprise, a history of the
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, Stratford-upon-Avon. London:
Miles & Co., 1934
$250.00
Elizabeth Sco� (1898-1972) was related to architects George
Gilbert Sco� and Giles Gilbert Sco�. She graduated from the
AA (Architectural Association) in 1924. She won the
competition (against 71 other entries); it was in a decidedly
modern style. It was both loved and reviled when it was new;
from today’s viewpoint the theatre, now called the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre, is regarded as a “nationally significant
building” representing the “best modern municipal style of
architecture”. It was made a Grade II listed building on 14
October 1980. There is an entry on Ms. Sco� in the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography; it was wri�en by Gavin Stamp.
8vo, orig. publisher’s coarse weave linen. 61 pp with 12 full-p. halftones.
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33A. CLAIBORNE, HERBERT A. Some Paint Colors from four
Eighteenth Century Virginia Houses. Reprinted from the 1948
Walpole Society Note Book. [Portland, Maine: SouthworthAnthoensen Press], 1948
$650.00
A very rare work; I was told about fifty years ago by an aged
member of the Walpole that there were only about fifty extra
copies printed for members - Claiborne was one of them. It is
illustrated with 36 large mounted paint samples (DuPont semigloss finish) matching 18th century colors found in
Stratford, Wilton, Mount Vernon and Brandon. The
author states in a note: “After spending a good
many hours of his own time and that of so-called
color experts at Harvard, M.I.T. and the
Smithsonian, over a sixth of the specimens are still
unidentified for reasons which have been carefully
explained to him but which he does not yet fully
understand.” This is a very early work in the ongoing effort to identify and match 18th century
paint colors.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers, printed paper label on front
cover. 25 pp with 36 mounted paint color samples. Excellent
copy.
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34.
CLAVERING, ROBERT. An essay on the construction and
building of chimneys. Including an enquiry into the common causes
of their smoaking. London: I. Taylor, 1779
$1350.00
First edition. Of this book Eileen Harris writes: “Another
subject neglected by architects and misunderstood by builders
was the construction of efficient chimneys, to which
Clavering’s a�ention was first drawn, he says, in 1764. There is
a certain truth in his criticism of esteemed and worldly
architects from Vitruvius onwards, who have designed and
executed strong and elegant buildings without ever
considering a fundamental ‘conveniency’ like heating and
ventilation. His remedies are, as he admits, largely derived
from the publications of C. Eliot (see James Anderson).” Harris,
BABW, 134. RIBA, Early Printed Books, I, 657 quoting
Clavering’s p. vi: “I am very sensible I run no small risque of
censure, from some of the lower order of surveyors, and more
particularly from the whole tribe of advertising chimney
doctors...” OCLC locates seven copies in American libraries.
The name of former owner “W. Dickinson” inscribed in an
early hand on front fly.
8vo, original marbled sides, calf spine, neatly rebacked with orig. le�ering
piece preserved and laid down. viii+100+(iv) pp with engr. fdg plate and fdg
table in le�erpress. The plate is slightly shaved along the lower inner margin;
archival repair to two blank corners. A very good copy.
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SELF-PUBLISHED
ARCHITECTURAL MONOGRAPH
35.
CLEMENCE, GEORGE H. Souvenir: Compliments of
George H. Clemence, Architect. [Haverhill: Printed by Chase
Bros], N.d. (ca. 1895-1900)
$325.00
Clemence (1862-1924) was a life-long citizen of Worcester. He
trained in the office of Stephen C. Earle, and later at M.I.T. after
which he returned to Worcester. Halftones or line drawings in
the present work illustrate a woolen mill, several fire houses in
Worcester, office buildings (in Worcester, Providence and

Gardner, MA., several churches, and several elegant houses
(including his own). The versos of all the plates are adverts
from local firms and crafts and tradesmen connected to the
building trades (and all had a connection to Clemence).
Clemence is given an entry in Withey. OCLC locates one copy
(Columbia).
Oblong small folio (9 ¼ x 12 ¼"), printed wraps of heavy paper, bound with
a cord and in good condition. 24 leaves printed on both sides.
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A FINE AMERICAN
AESTHETIC MOVEMENT BINDING
36.
COMSTOCK, WILLIAM T, (compiler). American
co�ages...containing original designs of medium and low cost
co�ages, seaside and country houses, also, a club house, pavilion,
school house, and a small seaside chapel. New York: W. T.
Comstock, [1883]
$950.00
A very nice book in a handsome Aesthetic Movement binding.
Hitchcock 278, only edition. A fine collection of designs in all
the latest prevailing styles, from the drawings of a number of
prominent architects: Alfred E. Barlow, William A. Bates,
Edward Dewson, Jas. D. Hunter Jr., Geo. Martin Huss, Wm. T.
Halle�, Kimball & Wisedell, Geo. T. Powell, Rossiter & Wright,
James Stroud, Wm. B. Tuthill, Frank F. Ward and John C. Wolf,
all of New York; Chas. A. Gifford and Van Campen Taylor of
Newark, N.J., and Franklin H. Janes of Albany; David B.
Provoost of Elizabeth, N.J., H. Gardner Sibell of Brooklyn and
Fred B. White of Princeton, N.J.
Folio, orig. dec. blue cloth, title in large and bold bronze blocking on cover,
spine gilt. 4+2+4 pp. with frontisp and 43 full-page plates, lithographically
reproduced pen drawings.
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A RARE PERSPECTIVE MANUAL
FIRST PUBLISHED 1643
37.
CONTINO. BERNARDINO. La prospe�iva pratica di
Bernardino Contino. Venice: Presso Gian Her�, 1684 $2250.00
“Bernardino di Francesco Contino (d. 1597), sculptor and
architect of Lugano. In Venice he built the Palazzo Barbarigo
della Terrazza (near San Polo) and the tomb of Catarino
Cornaro in S. Salvatore. His Prospe�iva pratica was first
published in 1643.” - Pierre Desargues, Perspective (1976), p. 103.
This work is included in Vagne�i as IIIb41 with the following
note (Google translation): “While the violent and no holds
barred ba�le against the novelties proposed by Gerard
Desargues was unleashed in Paris, far from the place of that
clash, works of perspective theory totally unrelated to the
ongoing controversy and decidedly traditionalist continued to
be published. This modest treatise also belongs to this category,
with equally modest but clear tables, compiled by the li�leknown Venetian academic Bernardino Contino; in it, in 28
chapters, the fundamental rules of the discipline are described,
and the figures that they illustrate with usual and already
widely tested examples (figure planes, volumes, simple
Platonic polyhedra, scales, vaults, and the like) are commented
on.” Rare in American libraries; OCLC locates just four copies
(Columbia, Huntington, Ge�y & UVA). Cicognara 829. Berlin
Catalogue 4715. Sotheby De Vitri auction catalogue (2002), lots
153-4.

Folio (15 x 10 ½"), orig. boards (soiled). 46 pp including engr. title and
28 etched (or engraved) plates. Engr title is an architectural niche
within which is a polyhedra shown in perspective. Unidentified 18th
century Italian bookplate giving the case, press and shelf number.
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“WE CONSIDER NO ARCHITECTURAL
LIBRARY COMPLETE WITHOUT IT”
38.
CORNER, JAMES M. & E. E. SODERHOLTZ. Examples
of domestic colonial architecture in New England. Third edition.
Compiled, photographed and published by J.M.C. & E.E.S. Boston:
Boston Architectural Club, 1892
$275.00
First published 1891. A wonderful photographic record, noted
by Hitchcock as “the first photographic documentation of
colonial architecture in book form.” The photographs,
wonderfully sharp collotypes were printed by the Heliotype
Printing Co. of Boston. They depict major colonial buildings as
found, before restoration. Some interesting comments on these
works were made by William B. Rhoads, in The Architectural
Historian in America (1990), p. 28. Rhoads quotes the architect
Charles McKim who said that “It [i.e. Corner & Soderhol�] is in
constant daily use in our office and...we consider no
Architectural Library complete without it.”
While this copy does indeed have 50 plates, one of the
plates (no. 19) is from the companion series, “Maryland and
Virginia”. I believe this was a mistake made by the publisher
and the book was issued this way, because all of the plates bear
a rubber stamp in the lower margin: “Bertrand Eugene Taylor,
Architect, Boston, Mass.” The incorrect plate (no. 19) has this
stamp as well.
A minor defect, but priced accordingly. Hitchcock 289.
Folio, orig. portfolio with flap edges, cover with title stamped in gilt. T.p.,
intro leaf, list of plates and 50 fine plates.
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WITH CUT-OUT PLATES WHICH
MOVE AND FOLD
39.
COWLEY, JOHN LODGE. An illustration and
mensuration of solid geometry; in seven books: containing forty-two
movable copper-plate schemes for forming the various kinds of solids.
The third edition, revised, corrected and augmented by William Jones,
mathematical instrument maker. London: S. Gosnell a.o., 1787
$4500.00
A fine copy with all the plates unfolded. Originally published
as Geometry made easy in 1752 with only 10 plates printed on
heavy paper; the present very much enlarged edition has 42
such plates. The idea has been explained by Marilyn
Williamson: “As early as 15th century Albrecht Durer showed
that it was possible to construct regular and semi-regular solids
out of paper by drawing the bounding polygons all in one piece
and then folding the figures along the connected edges. This
method is precisely what Cowley demonstrates and Jones
augments...” - John Lodge Cowley and solid geometry, (Ga. Inst of
Technology). The present copy is especially appealing as it is in
almost perfect condition; the plates were issued with all the
cuts made but none of the figures have been folded. They were
to illustrate solid geometrical figures: tetraehedron, cube,
octahedron, dodecaedron, etc. Bound at the end of the text in
this copy is “A catalogue of optical, mathematical and
philosophical instruments made and sold by W. & S. Jones.”
One of those books which is endlessly intriguing, indeed fun, to
look through. Cowley produced another book with folding cutouts, The theory of perspective, in 1765. The present work is rare;
OCLC locates but four copies in USA.

This copy has an interesting provenance. An ink inscription on
the front fly states: “F. Maseras Sept: 23, 1796.” Secondly, it has
the engraved heraldic bookplate (ca. 1800) of the Inner Temple
Library (Jas Kirk Del et Sculp) and also with the contemporary
rubber stamps of “Inner Temple” on t.p., and finally the
bookplate of a modern collector.
4to, beautifully bound in full modern speckled calf, dark red le�ering piece,
gilt lined spine. 32 pp with 42 plates as described above. A blank sheet of
heavy paper is bound in between each of the plates. 16 pp. catalogue of
Jones’s instruments bound at end. Fine clean copy.
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THE QUINTESSENTIAL VICTORIAN
PATTERN BOOK FOR WOODEN
ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
40.
CUMMINGS, M[ARCUS] F. Cummings’ architectural
details, containing 387 designs and 967 illustrations of the various
parts needed in the construction of buildings, public and private, both
for the city and country, also plans and elevations of houses, stores,
cottages and other buildings. New York: Orange Judd, 1873
$550.00
Hitchcock 305 states that this is “probably effectively a new
edition of Cummings and Miller’s Architecture (1865)”. But that
is not so; Cummings states in his preface “all the designs given
are new and original, and have never before been produced in
any architectural book.” And indeed a plate by plate
comparison proves this to be true. This is a fine clean copy
which contains the color plate advert of Minton encaustic
flooring tiles at the end (it is not always present).
Folio, orig. brown cloth, bevelled edges, title in gilt blocking on cover. (iv)
pp. with 56 plates (litho by Julius Bien of New York) each with
accompanying leaf of le�erpress and l ff of adverts and l chromolitho plate
of tiles with facing explanatory leaf. Inner rear hinge professionally
reinforced. A fine copy.
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FINE SKETCH BY AN
‘ITINERANT RENDERER’
41.
DEANE, EDWARD ELDON. Pencil Sketch of a Tower
(perspective view), Church of S. Jean, Caen [France]. August 10,
1875
$275.00
A fine sketch by a well-known architectural renderer, Edward
Eldon Deane (1851-1919). The Smithsonian holds 32
sketchbooks by Deane, executed between 1868 and 1896 and
notes: “most of the sketches are of mediaeval architecture and
ornamental details in England, but also included are portraits,
landscape, and genre in various places.” “During the late 19th
century, men who specialized in perspectives and moved from
office to office were known as journeymen draftsmen or
itinerant renderers. Among the more celebrated were E. Eldon
Deane and Theodore Langerfeldt, who worked as
perspectivists for prominent Boston architects...Unlike
photographers, who rarely received a credit line in the
architectural press, renderers like Deane, Landerfeldt [and
others] signed their work and received recognition...” - Mary
Woods, From Craft to Profession, the Practice of Architecture in
Nineteenth-Century America (1999), p. 148. The present sketch is
indeed signed, lower left: “St. Jean...Caen, Aug. 10, 75, E.E.D.”
Single sheet of sketching paper 10 x 13 ½". Tiny chip in the upper right blank
margin. Excellent condition.
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THE VERY RARE FIRST EDITION
42.
DESGODETZ, [ANTOINE]. Les loix des batiments, suivant
la coutume de Paris...avec les notes de M. Goupy. [Paris: no
publisher], 1748
$600.00
First edition, a very nice copy. “Les lois des batiments was
published twenty years after the author’s death (1728) by the
architect Goupy. According to the introduction by Goupy it
was to have formed the last section of Desgodet’s unpublished
Cours de Architecture, a compilation of lectures given at the
Academy of Architecture. The book contains the publication
and explanation of building laws and is related to the works of
Bullet and Savot.” - Steven Frear in Wiebenson, III-C-17. BAL,
Early printed books, 861 with a fascinating note, stating that the
work appeared in three successive years (1775-77) in three
physically different versions. This first edition is very rare; it is
not located in OCLC.
8vo, orig. calf, gilt spine, red edges. xxxvi+437+204+xxxvii+(iii) pp. Small
clean tear in blank front flyleaf (no loss), else a fine copy.
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“IT FAR SURPASSES OWEN JONES”
43.
DRESSER, CHR[ISTOPHER], PhD. Studies in design.
Truth. Beauty. Power. London: Cassell, Pe�er & Galpin, [1874-6]
$5550.00
First edition. An excellent copy of this stunning work. “This
book is one of the richest and most interesting of Dresser’s
demonstrations of his ability as an ornamentist. It far surpasses
the work of Owen Jones in invention and originality.” - Michael
Collins, Christopher Dresser (ExCat), Camden Arts Centre,
London, 1979, no. 233 and color plate III. And Stuart Durant has
this to say: “The most beautiful and impressive of the books
produced by Dresser...In many of his plates Dresser shows the
‘new’ style of ornament - part Puginian, part Jonesian, part
botanical, occasionally grotesque. While many designers talked
of a purely 19th century style, few actually dared to present it.
Dresser’s coloring is remarkable - the sweetest harmonies, as he
himself said, often verging upon discord.” The purpose of the
book, as Dresser himself said, was “to bring about a be�er style
of decoration for our houses.” Includes designs for door panel
paintings, friezes, border ornaments, wall ornaments, dado
rails, diaper pa�erns, ceiling ornaments, etc. For a wellinformed commentary see M. Whiteway, Christopher Dresser a
design revolution (2004), sixteen references. These designs were
influential in Newport, R.I. in the seventies and eighties; see, for
example, the stencilled interior of the Sanford Covell House. A
book which gives endless pleasure to leaf through.
.

Folio, orig. publisher’s cloth, bevelled edges, gilt, with title on cover as
designed by Dresser. Resewn and rehinged, original spine preserved,
by Green Dragon Bindery. (iv)+40 pp with 60 chromolithographs, each
with protective tissue with descriptive text. The chromos were printed
by Goater of No�ingham. An excellent copy
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44.
[DUBREUIL, JEAN]. The practice of perspective: or, an easy
method of representing natural objects according to the rules of
art...wri�en in French by a Jesuit of Paris; since translated into
German by Ch. Rembold and into English by Rob. Pricke. And now,
a second time, into the same language by E. Chambers. The third
edition. London: Tho. Bowles, 1749
$650.00
Originally published Paris, 1642. A long popular book, there
were two English translations, the first by Robert Pricke (1672;
1698), the second by the encyclopedist Ephriam Chambers in
1726. “Quite probably the most influential book on perspective
ever published expressly for the use of a lay audience sketchily
raffed together with greater cunning than scruple from a
number of acknowledged sources, this book aroused the kind
of public squabbles that insure wide publicity and instant
success. Chief victims were Aleaume (never named) whose
original plates were plundered before ever this book saw the
light and Desargues. All the same, the book obviously filled a
shrewdly-judged gap. As an easily understandable manual for
non-professionals, it enjoyed considerably more than a succès de
scandale.” - P. Breman in Wiebenson III-B-19. There was a copy
of the Chambers translation in the American colonies before the
Revolution (Park 13). Fowler 110 (edition of ca. 1780). Vagne�i
EIIIb32. RIBA, Early printed books, no. 923 (Chambers edition of
1726).
4to, in a 20th century half brown morocco binding, t.e.g., neatly rebacked,
marbled endpapers & flyleaves of the same period; inner hinges reinforced.
(xviii)+16+150 pp. with (2)+150 engr plates. First 2 plates folding and unnumbered. Plate 33 is a cancel. Good copy.
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HOW TO BUILD IN THE BUSH OR ON
THE PRAIRIE
45.
DWYER, C[HARLES] P. The immigrant builder; or
practical hints to handy-men. Showing clearly how to plan and
construct dwellings in the bush, on the prairie, or elsewhere, cheaply
and well, with wood, earth or gravel. Philadelphia: Claxton,
Remsen & Haffelfinger, 1872
$575.00
First edition. A rare and interesting book, one of few
architectural works which also could be considered
“western Americana.” Dwyer tells us that he had
“years of residence in the Great West, and actual
experience in ‘the bush’“ thus giving him the
intimate knowledge so necessary for a book of this
sort. Discusses and illustrates the log cabin, balloon
house, construction with earth, gravel or concrete
construction, etc. Includes also furniture, paper
covering for walls and roof, artificial hearthstone etc.
Dwyer lists himself on the title as editor of Sloan’s
Architectural Review. Hitchcock 391.
Small 8vo, orig. cloth, a bit dull but a good copy. 144+1 pp. with
44 wood-engr. illus and handsome litho frontisp in tint (which
illustrates 5 variant house forms). Gilt blocked vigne�e of a log
house on cover. In mylar dust jacket.
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EXTENSIVE CATALOGUE OF METAL
ROOFING & SIDING
46.
EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO. A few facts plainly
told se�ing forth the merits of Edwards Metal Roofing, Siding,
Ceiling, Inc. Edwards Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,
1914
$225.00
The Introduction claims that this firm was ‘the largest
manufacturers of iron and steel roofing in the country.’ The
catalogue describes and illustrates steel cluster shingles;
interlocking metal shingles (these came in various historical
styles); galvanized valleys; flashing; metal Spanish tile roof;
metal Spanish cluster tiles; embossed shingles; V-crimp
roofing; corrugated elevator siding; pressed standing seam
roofing; steel weather board siding; pressed steel brick siding;
rock face stone siding; corrugated ridge rolls and caps...etc.
Also, galvanized iron cornices, window and door caps; finials
and weather vanes; etc. This is followed by 22 pages of
halftones of buildings using Edwards products. The 16 page
printed price list is laid in. OCLC locates 3 copies.
Sm 8vo, orig. stiff printed wraps. 128 pp profusely illus. Orig. printed 16
page price list laid in.
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EARLY REPORT ON THE EIFFEL
TOWER
47.
EIFFEL, [GUSTAVE]. Conférence de M. Eiffel sur la Tour de
300 Mètres faite a la Societe Centrale du Travail Professionnel a
L’Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales. Le 20 Feb. 1889. Paris:
Paul Dupont, 1889
$2000.00
The great tower built for the Paris Exhibition of 1889
was the tallest structure then built and represented the
culmination of Eiffel’s work on wrought iron la�icegirder structures. Here, in a lecture given three months
before the opening and when the tower was almost
complete, Eiffel describes the whole project from start
to finish, describing the origin of the design and choice
of site and giving a detailed account of its construction
from the massive foundations upwards, mentioning
some of his solutions to the problems posed by
building on such an unprecedented scale. The plates to
this work are of much interest; they are some sort of
gravures made from photos and show the excavations,
masonry and foundations and 2 views of the partially
completed tower (Dec 1887 and May 1888). A seventh
plate, not called for, has been neatly added to this copy
(bound in on a stub). Very rare; OCLC locates just two
copies in this country, Ge�y & UPenn. The copy in
Avery Library is microfilm.
8vo, cont. half dark green morocco, orig. printed wrappers bound in. 36 pp.
with 6 plates (of which 2 fdg). As noted above, a 7th plate (a litho view of the
completed tower) has been added to this copy.
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A VERY EARLY PUBLICATION ON
THE EIFFEL TOWER
48.
EIFFEL, G[USTAVE]. Projet d’une Tour en Fer de 300
Mètres de Hauteur Destinée a l’Exposition de 1889. (in) “Mémoires
et Compte Rendu des Travaux de la Société des Ingenieurs Civils”,
March 1885, No. 3, [Paris, 1885]
$2000.00
The separate issue of the Mémoires for March 1885 which
includes the Eiffel paper. The history of the famous tower is
well told (in English) by Henri Loye�e: “There are two versions
of the origin of the project: the ‘official’ one recorded in the
Rapport [A. Picard, Exposition Universelle de 1889 a Paris. Rapport
Général, 1898], the other given by Eiffel himself; as in the case of
the Douro bridge and the Statue of Liberty, he found it difficult
to accept that he had not been the only bege�er. Alfred Picard’s
Rapport describes Gustave Eiffel taking up the tempting project
devised by two of his company’s engineers: M. Nouguier and
M. Koechlin, engineers with the Eiffel Company, and M.
Sauvestre, architect, had drawn up a preliminary plan for a
great metal tower 300 metres high. This venture was just the
thing to tempt a skillful. experienced and daring builder like
Eiffel. He had no hesitation in taking responsibility for it and
presenting firm proposals to the Minister for Trade and
Industry with a view to including the tower in the Universal
Exhibition of 1889. In his Biographie Eiffel put himself at the top
of the list, deliberately refusing to make any distinction
between designer and contractor”...and...”On March 30, 1885
Eiffel read a paper to the Société des Ingénieurs Civils entitled
“Tour en Fer de 300 Metres...” - Gustave Eiffel (NY: Rizzoli,
1985), pp. 111-114.

There was a separate printing of this essay, also in 1885, issued in
printed wrappers, with 30 pp instead of 26; it was published by
Capiomont & V. Regnault. It is very rare; I have owned one copy in the
past 51 years (and sold it for $5500). Priority is not clear. OCLC locates
2 copies in American libraries.
8vo, bound in recent half calf. Pages 279-478. The Eiffel paper occupies pp. 344-370 &
is illus. with 2 full-p. wood engravings, 1 text diagram and 1 fdg litho plate with 5
figures.
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TRADE CATALOGUE OF GUSTAVE EIFFEL’S BRIDGES
49.
[EIFFEL, GUSTAVE]. Société de Constructions de Levallois-Perret (Ancienne Compagnie des
Etablissements Eiffel). Apercu de divers Travaux executés de 1889 à 1900. Paris: Imprimeries
Lemercier, 1900
$550.00
Rare trade publication of the successor firm to Gustave Eiffel’s engineering and bridge building
firm (Etablissements Eiffel). Chapter I is devoted to works in France showing sixteen built
projects (viaducts, foundations, bridges, metal platforms, pileworks, movable platforms for the
Paris 1900 Exposition, etc.). Chapter II shows works in the French colonies (mostly bridges) in
Algeria, Indochina, Sudan, and Madagascar. Chapter III shows built projects in foreign countries:
Philippines, China, Portugal, Turkey and Middle Eastern countries and Egypt; Chapter IV shows
pre-fabricated bridges. Many of the projects are illustrated. Very rare; not found in OCLC.
Large 8vo, orig. stiff printed wrappers. 46 pp with 28 halftone illus. Slight wear to tail of spine but a fine copy.
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LA STATUE DE LA LIBERTE
50.
(EIFFEL, GUSTAVE). TALANSIER, CH. La Statue de la
Liberté eclairant le monde. Paris: Publications du Journal Le Genie
Civil, 1883
$875.00
A separately paginated offprint, extremely rare. “The main
source of information on what is perhaps Eiffel’s most unusual
achievement, the iron skeleton of Bartholdi’s Statue of Liberty.
Talansier describes the making of the quarter sized model in
wood and plaster, the method of connecting the copper sheets,
which made up the skin, and the problems encountered in
a�aching it to the trellis-like framework on which it rested, and
above all the iron structure which supported the whole edifice
and which had to be carefully calculated so as to allow for
considerable wind load. Both the supporting structure and the
secondary framework beneath the copper skin were carried out
by Eiffel, who was able to draw on his long experience of largescale iron bridges. The work also includes an account of the
historical precedents for the Statue of Liberty, notably the great
monument of 1697 to Charles Borromeo in Arona on Lake
Maggiore. Acknowledged here as a major influence on
Bartholdi, it too had a copper skin and a supporting iron
framework. The Statue of Liberty was erected in Paris before
being dismantled again and shipped in pieces to New York
where it was dedicated in 1886.” - Frank Newby. Very rare;
OCLC locates only one copy (V&A in London) and no copes in
America. The present copy has an archivally stable clear tape
repair on the back of the folding plate; no loss but priced with
this in mind.

8vo, orig. printed wraps. Cased in sturdy modern buckram covers, title
in gilt on spine. 35+1 pp with 26 wood-engr illus or diagrams and 2 fdg
litho plates. Faded old rubber stamp on cover and two small stamps of
l’O.R.T.F. (Radio-France). Back cover is an illus. ad for Gaget, Gauthier
& Cie., the firm who did the copper work for the statue.
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“THE CITY BETTER ADVISED TO
BUILD PUBLIC LAVATORIES”
but “ALL THE PROPOSALS OF 1752
WERE IMPLEMENTED”
52.
[ELLIOT, SIR GILBERT]. Proposals for carrying on certain
works in the city of Edinburgh. [Edinburgh, 1752]
$950.00
First and only edition, rare. This pamphlet is a reply to a slightly
earlier publication of 8 July 1752 “to enlarge and improve the
city of Edinburgh and to adorn it with public buildings.” In the
present work “it was argued that buildings were not the cause
but rather the effect of prosperity; to achieve that end the city
authorities would be be�er advised to build “Houses of Office”
or public lavatories. Despite this and other pamphlets objecting
to the increase in taxation caused by public building, in the next
eighty years all the proposals of 1752 were implemented.” Harris. Harris, BABW, no. 219. The author was presumably the
same as the author of the proposals themselves, Mr. [later Sir]
Gilbert Ellio� (1722-1777), who, like his father, Lord Minto, was
one of the directors of the scheme. OCLC locates 8 copies in
American libraries. Not in BAL.
8vo, recent cloth. 44 pp. Collates exactly as the copy described in Harris.
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53.
ELLIOTT, CHARLES WYLLIS. The book of American
interiors...from existing houses with preliminary essays and
le�erpress descriptions. Boston: Osgood, 1876
$500.00
First and only edition, a fine copy. The fine illustrations are
important both for the architectural historian and the student of
furnishing and interior decoration. The interiors shown range
from Longfellow’s and Bryant’s libraries to the stair hall of the
King Hooper House in Danvers, Mass. According to Scully, one
of the key books in the source literature of the Shingle Style.
Ellio� was a professional interior decorator. Karpel B253.
Hitchcock 243.
Folio, orig. publisher’s blind stamped and gilt decorated cloth, bevelled
edges, gilt spine, a.e.g. 135 pp. with 22 full-p. plates (20 heliotypes, 2
photographs) and 29 text wood-engr.
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THORNBURY CASTLE
54.
ELLIS, RICHARD. History of Thornbury Castle.
London: Hamilton, Adams & Co. and R. Ellis, Thornbury,
1839
$300.00
First edition. This major Gloucestershire castle descended in the
Stafford and Howard families. Includes an interesting
description of the castle originally printed in 1770, together
with two folding lithographed plans and folding perspective
view copied from an engraving originally published by S. & N.
Buck in 1732. By 1839 it was a ruin but a well-kept one, very
popular with summer visitors and the site of Horticultural

shows which were held on the grounds. Apparently, parts of
the fabric were intact enough for Pugin to include details in his
Examples of Gothic Architecture. Colvin states that the architect
Francis Howard Greenway (1777-1837) in 1802 exhibited at the
Royal Academy a drawing of “Thornbury Castle restored with
a canal brought from the River Severn up to Thornbury” (p.
364). Holmes, p. 249, cites the present work but he also cites
illustrated modern articles in Tipping and Country Life.
8vo, orig or old boards, cloth spine. (ii)+44 pp with dec. litho t.p. in red and
black, 2 litho plans and a fdg litho view and a litho armorial plate.
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FIRE-PROOF BUILDING
55.
ESPIE, COMPTE [FELIX-FRANCOIS]. Maniere de rendre
toutes sortes d’édifices incombustibles; ou traité sur la construction
des voutes, faites avec des briques & du platre, dites voutes plates; &
d’un toit de brique, sans charpente, appellé Comble Briquete. Paris: la
Veuve Duchesne, 1754
$1500.00
First edition. An important and rare book, a major source for
the history of the Roussillon vault system. Taking his
inspiration from the old folk tradition, d’Espie developed an
incombustible brick roof. “Once in print, d’Espie’s li�le manual
became an international text.” - Turpin Bannister, “The
Roussillon Vault,” JSAH, Oct. 1968. It was translated into
English as the following: “The manner of securing all sorts of
buildings from fire, or a treatise upon the construction of arches
made with bricks and plaister, called flat-arches, and of a roof
without timber called bricked-roof...translated by L. Dutens.”
London, ca. 1756. Copies of the English edition were available
in America before the Revolution but the work is not on the
Park List. See: J. Schimmelman, Architectural treatises and
building handbooks available in American libraries and bookstores
through 1800 (1986), p. 23 listing both the present edition and
the English edition of 1755. An interesting note on the book is
given by Eileen Harris, BABW, p. 190. OCLC locates 6 copies in
American libraries.
12mo, orig calf, spine gilt with dark red label; hinges rubbed but strong.
(ii)+xix+7-80 pp with 2 large fdg. engr. plates. T.p. with old (18th cent?) faded
rubberstamp of calligraphic initials surmounted by a crown. Also, modern
bookplate.
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A CLASSIC WORK IN STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING
56.
FAIRBAIRN, SIR WILLIAM. On the application of cast and
wrought iron to building purposes. New York: John Wiley, 1854
$750.00
First American edition, first published London, also in 1854. A
nice copy of this classic work in the history of structural
engineering. Fairbairn presents the practical knowledge of his
time concerning the use of iron and its combination with other
materials in the construction of fire proof buildings. Among the
elements discussed are cast-iron beams and girders, wroughtiron beams, and trellis girders, with Fairbairn’s
recommendation of the use of wrought-iron beams and joists
over cast-iron. It clearly demonstrates the superiority of
wrought iron over cast iron and illustrates the major role which
Fairbairn played in establishing wrought-iron as the foremost
structural material of the second half of the nineteenth century.
The final section of the work is devoted to the then pressing
problem of designing and planning fireproof mills. Apart from
the use of non-combustible materials, Fairbairn recommends
the use of such technically advanced devices as water
sprinklers and the cooling of columns by cold air. He includes
a detailed description, and fine illustrations, of the newlycompleted Saltaire Mill for which he had been the engineer.
The work was enormously influential, going into several later
editions, as well as being reprinted in New York in 1854.
Bibliotheca Mechanica, p. 112.

8vo, orig. cloth. viii+184+(16) pp with 62 text illus and lg. fdg. printed table.
Inscribed on the front fly: “T. L. Pa�erson, from Henry J. Taylor, Dec. 15th 1855.”
Taylor (1827-1902) was a civil and mechanical engineer of Philadelphia.
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THE FORERUNNER OF MOXON’S
MECHANICK EXERCISES
57.
FELIBIEN, [ANDRE]. Des principes de l’architecture, de la
sculpture, de la peinture, et des autres arts qui en dependent. Avec un
dictionnaire des termes propres à chacun de ces Arts. Seconde edition. Paris:
Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1690
$2500.00
A very fine copy of this important book. First published in 1676, this is
a handbook of the principles and practices of the three arts in
architecture, sculpture and painting. By far the most important section
is that on architecture. The Millard collection has two editions, 1697
and 1699 with the usual excellent note by Dora Wiebenson. She points
out that while the contents of this work are unique, they would be
immediately imitated in England by Joseph Moxon. Indeed, Moxon’s
Mechanic Exercises first began publishing, in parts, on 1 January 1678,
and although Eileen Harris gives this work a long note, she does not
mention the influence of the Felibien book. However, I agree with
Wiebenson; I think it must have influenced Moxon. The two works are
just too similar. The major point to be made about the Felibien, as
Wiebenson states, and she is quoting the author, is that the book is
wri�en for the general public: its purpose is to do away with craft
“secrets” and “mysteries”, to make the many crafts associated with the
arts intelligible to the layman, and by implication to give these crafts
some uniformity.
Wiebenson further states: “Felibien, despite the preferential
place and a�ention he gives to the orders in his introduction, states
that priority in architecture should be given to siting, materials, and
use; only after these are satisfied should character and the elements of
beauty, which he defines as the relation of parts, just proportions, and
symmetry, be considered. Chapter 11 is devoted to the types of

building, 12 to materials, 13 to military engineering, and 14
through 22 to the trades (crafts). Following this introduction are
engraved illustrations of the tools of each trade, with a list of the
names of each tool on the facing page.” It is these sections on the
trades (carpenters, stone masons, ironworkers, founders,
sculptors, turners, smiths, etc.) which are so close to Moxon.
Millard 70 & 71. Wiebenson, Archit theory and practice from Alberti
to Ledoux, III-C-12 (note by Walter Kambartel). RIBA, Early printed
books, 1037 (editions of 1676 and 1699). Cicognara 502. Berlin
Catalogue 2383 (3rd ed of 1697). Fowler 118 (orig ed of 1676).
4to, orig. full polished calf, highly gilt spine, dark red le�ering piece (some
expert repair work to upper and lower joints). (xxii)+(iv)+797 pp with 65 engr
plates. T.p. and ded. leaf with engr. vigne�es. ‘Dictionnaire des Termes’ occupies
pp. 463-797. A large copy with broad margins, fine, clean and crisp.
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58.
FELIBIEN DES AVAUX, [JEAN-FRANCOIS].
Description de la nouvelle eglise de l’Hostel Royale des
Invalides. Avec un plan general de l’ancienne & de la nouvelle
eglise. Paris: Jacques Quillau, 1706
$450.00
A nice copy of this charming li�le book, first published
1702. It is a description of one of the most famous
churches in Paris, the Dome Des Invalides, which
famously houses the tomb of Napoleon. It was designed
by Jules Hardouin Mansart and built between 1679 and
1691. The present description was wri�en by Felibien
des Avaux, a prolific writer on architecture and
historiographer to the King. Berlin Catalogue 2486. It is
quite scarce; OCLC locates four copies in America
(Columbia, Ge�y, Duke, Princeton).
12mo, orig. full polished calf, highly gilt spine, dark red le�ering
piece (small chips at head & tail of spine). (ii)+168+(vii) pp. with
frontisp elevation of the famous church and at the end a “plan
generale de l’ancienne & de la nouvelle eglise.” Inner hinges neatly
reinforced.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
COUNTRY HOUSES OF PLINY
59.
FELIBIEN DES AVAUX, [JEAN FRANCOIS]. Les plans et
les descriptions de deux des plus belles maisons de campagne de Pline
le Consul avec des remarques sur tous ses batimens, et une
dissertation touchant l’architecture antique & l’architecture gothique.
Amsterdam: Estienne Roger, 1706
$675.00
Originally published Paris, 1699. “The title provides a full
description of the contents of the book. Felibien begins with
plans and a description of Pliny the Younger’s Laurentian villa,
taken from Pliny’s Latin le�ers, followed by the text of Pliny’s
le�ers in Latin and in French translation with a commentary
included. Scamozzi’s description of the villa follows in Italian,
again with French translation on the same page. The same
format is used for the Tuscan villa. The book is concluded with
an essay on the origins of architecture which very briefly
mentions the Gothic style.”- Wiebenson III-D-10. “Felibien
shows great feeling for the constructional principles of Gothic,
remarkable for that date”. - Watkin, Rise of archit. history, p. 21.
Small 8vo, recent brown paper boards, morocco le�ering piece. 112+(viii) pp
with 7 engr. plates (of which 5 fdg). Titles in red and black. Occas light spots
of foxing.
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FIRST EDITION OF A CLASSIC
60.
FLETCHER, BANISTER & BANISTER F. FLETCHER. A
history of architecture for the student, craftsman, and amateur, being
a comparative view of the historical styles from the earliest period.
London: B. T. Batsford, 1896
$750.00
A very good copy of the seldom-seen first edition of a much
used and long popular work. “Among the most widely used
reference books on architectural history, A history of architecture
on the comparative method has appeared in at least 19 editions
and has been translated into many languages since its original
publication in 1896. Wri�en in collaboration with his father
(with whom he also practiced architecture), this comparatively
modest first edition consists of some 300 pages and 115 plates.
The 1987 edition consists of 1621 pages and 1524 plates...
Central to the development of architectural history as a
discipline and still quite useful, Fletcher’s History also serves as
a monument to one of the last of the great nineteenth
architectural historians.” - Avery’s Choice 273. David Watkin
also gives the book a long and interesting discussion (The rise of
architectural history, p. 86-7).
8vo, orig. cloth, t.e.g. xv+313 pp with 115 plates, mostly collotypes, and other
illustrations in the text. With a large presentation bookplate: “This volume is
presented by the Worshipful Company of Carpenters to Mr. P. E. Ridley,
Carpenter’s Hall, London W1 e.c.”
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WHITEHALL, “UNEXCELLED IN THE
WORLD”
61.
FLORIDA. PALM BEACH. Whitehall, Palm Beach.
Unexcelled in the World. [New York Office for Whitehall],
(1925)]
$300.00
Prospectus for this elegant winter resort hotel. The hotel was an
addition built on to the rear of the ‘palatial’ home of Henry N.
Flagler. The architect of the hotel was Martin N. Hampton. It is
well shown and illustrated in this elegant brochure (Designed
and prepared by Bellamy-Neff Company, Chicago and New
York). The new building is illustrated in an artist-drawn color
perspective rendering, halftones and floor plans. Laid in is a
prospectus from the American Bond and Mortgage Co. giving
a payment schedule; also sections on security, appraisals,
location, present Whitehall building; New building; earnings;
management and rental demand. Rare; not in OCLC.
4to (9 x 12"), orig. embossed and gold printed wraps. (16) pp with 1 color
illus., 5 halftones, 3 plans and 2 drawings. Slight rust stains from the staples,
else a very nice copy.
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THE FIRST (?) AUSTRALIAN
ARCHITECTURAL BOOK
62.
FOWLES, JOSEPH. Sydney in 1848: illustrated by copper
plate engravings of its principal streets, public buildings, churches,
chapels, etc., from drawings by Joseph Fowles. Sydney: Printed by
D. Wall and published by J. Fowles, N.d. [ca. 1878]
$1750.00
Originally published in parts in 1848; the present copy is a later
edition with the plates lithographed rather than engraved. It
consists of 40 plates, 20 perspective views of public buildings
and 20 views of street elevations (street-front panoramas,
really) showing both sides, almost all buildings identified. The
full-page images of buildings are as follows: government
house, churches, including a chapel, synagogue, and cathedral;
library, post office, theatre, bank, hotel, police office, barracks,
legislative chambers, museum and the national school. The text
is lively and well wri�en; Fowles was knowledgeable about
architecture and in many cases named the architects, several of
whom were British. He knew the classical orders, the various
Gothic styles and other architectural details. This book has been
called “Australia’s first work devoted to architecture...The city
[Fowles] records was a lovely colonial town of clean, chaste,
Georgian architecture. Whole streets were pleasant
compositions of harmonious buildings, few of them over three
stories high, all clearly designed, well mannered and an orderly
delight to the eye.” -M. Herman, The early Australian architects
and their work, 1970. Fowles was an artist and art teacher and
was in charge of the training and examination of art teachers at
the National Board of Education from 1854 until 1867.

Though various editions are widely held in Australian libraries,
OCLC locates only five copies of the several nineteenth century
editions in America: Yale, Ge�y, Stanford, UCLA and Harvard.
This is the first copy I have ever owned; it turned up in the UK.
4to (11 x 9"), orig. ochre cloth with the title boldly stamped in gilt on the
upper cover. 88 pp with 40 full-page litho plates (20 views of buildings; 20
street elevations). Front and rear pastedowns & flyleaves have mild age
toning. Neatly respined. A good and appealing copy.
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A REMINDER OF RAPHAEL’S KEEN
INTEREST IN THE ANTIQUITIES
OF ROME
63.
[FRANCESCONI, DANIELE]. Conge�ura che una le�era
creduta di Baldassar Castiglione sia di Raffaello d’Urbino. Firenze: Il
Brazzini, 1799
$450.00
First edition. Francesconi’s brilliant conjecture that a
memorandum on the study of the monuments of ancient Rome
addressed to Pope Leo X and printed in the collected
correspondence of Baldassare Castiglione was in reality by
Raphael has served as a reminder to all subsequent scholars of
Raphael’s keen interest in the antiquities of Rome and of his
important role in the development of revived classical
architecture in Rome in the second decade of the sixteenth
century. The work prints the text of the le�er as well as
Francesconi’s discussion of it. Cicognara 1264.
8vo, orig. blue paper-covered boards (spine with two spots of wear). 118 pp.
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THOMAS JEFFERSON OWNED A COPY
64.
FREART, ROLAND. Parallele de l’architecture antique avec
la moderne, suivant les dix principaux auteurs qui ont ecrit sur les
cinq ordres. Par M. Errard & De Chambray. Nouvelle edition...par
Charles-Antoine Jombert. Paris: l’auteur, 1766
$950.00
A classic work, originally published in Paris in 1650. The
Parallele, addressed to an audience of architects and educated
amateurs, comprised a series of visual comparisons with
explanatory texts dealing with the orders as employed by
ancient and Renaissance architects. This is the last edition of this
work but the plates are not worn impressions - this is in fact the
first edition in this reduced format, and it is a very a�ractive
book. Fowler 127 noting this edition. Wiebenson III-A-14 noting
this edition. Brunet I, col. 1762. This octavo edition was volume
IV in the Bibliotheque portatif d’architecture, but is complete in
itself (the other volumes in the series were Palladio, Scamozzi
and Vignola). Thomas Jefferson not only owned this edition,
but all four volumes of the Bibliotheque portatif. O’Neal states:
“The Parallele is one of the few architectural books which
Jefferson replaced in his own library after his earlier collection
had been sold to Congress. He had been well aware before the
sale that the Parallele formed only one of four parts in the
Bibliotheque portatif, as the correspondence in Sowerby shows,
and after that sale he managed to obtain all four parts, which
were still in his library at the time of his death. They were sold
as lot 723 in the 1829 sale.” - Jefferson’s fine arts library, p. 132.
8vo, early 20th century marbled sides, brown linen spine, dark green gilt
stamped spine label. xx+139+xvii-xx pp. with engr frontisp and 63 engr.
plates. Two tiny holes in pls. 2 & 14 (probably from a cigare�e ash). 19th

cent. rubberstamp of a private collector on blank front fly & early 20th
century private bookplate. I find the binding una�ractive; priced
accordingly.
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AN EARLY PRIZE BOOK WITH A
WONDERFUL LABEL “SUPRALIBROS”
65.
FREZIER, AMEDEE. Dissertation historique et critique sur
les ordres d’architecture. Extraite du “Traité de Stéréotomie” du meme
auteur. Nouvelle édition, corrigée et augmentée de quelques notes.
Paris: Jombert, 1769
$975.00
This unique copy is interest in book history as it is a fine
example of a “supralibros” - “a mark of ownership, stamped,
usually in gold, on the front or rear cover of a book.”
The Traité de Stéréotomie was originally published in
1738. The BAL Early Printed Books 1138 gives an interesting note
for this book and states that the present work, Dissertation, “is
unlikely to have had a separate previous existence.” The
present copy is unique as it was a prize book. A large gilt
stamped red morocco label on the upper cover states: “Ecole
Royale Gte. de Dessin / 2me Prix d’Architecture / Remporté par
/ Remy, Voilquin. / Année 1814.” This copy was given as a prize
at the Ecole Gratuite de Dessin, founded in 1767 by Louis XV;
the building of the school is found at no. 5, rue de l’Ecole de
Médecine. Remy Voilquin was a pupil of Bienvenu and taught
architecture at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris (Guyot de Fère,
Statistique des Beaux Arts en France, Paris, 1834, p. 214). On the
inside front pastedown is a printed slip presenting the book to
Voilquin and signed by several members of the faculty of the
Ecole Royale, including [Antoine L.T.] Vaudoyer. OCLC locates
3 copies in America (Columbia, West Point, & Ge�y).
4to, orig. full calf, gilt spine, red morocco label as described above on cover.
iv+73+(ii) pp with 1 engr plate of the orders. Very appealing copy.
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SPECTCULAR AND INTRIGUING
TRADE CATALOGUE
66.
FRIEDLEY-VOSHARDT
CO.
Manufacturers
of
Architectural Sheet Metal, Ornaments, Statuary, Spun Work, made
from zinc, copper, bronze, lead, etc. also artistic metal ceilings.
Catalogue No. 50. 733-737 South Halsted Street, Chicago, Ill.,
[1926]
$550.00
Excellent, absolutely complete copy of a remarkable trade
catalogue of architectural sheet metal ornaments. As near as I
can determine the company was founded in the mid-1880s.
Some years ago, I owned a F-V catalogue dated 1894 and that
was said to be the fifth edition. The content ranges from angle
leaves and animals to weather vanes and wreaths. In between
one finds statuary, eagles, heads and gargoyles, festoons,
rose�es, ceiling and centerpieces, finials, twisted tops, columns,
capitals, shells, enrichments, etc. What is most interesting about
this catalogue (to me, at least) is the way in which it is put
together. It is an early version of the “cut-and-paste” method,
that is, the individual illustrations are from various sources and
various dates: old wood-engravings, early halftones, later
halftones, line cuts, reproductive pen drawings, etc., all reused
to produce the final product. The wood-engravings, for
example, date from the 1880s or 1890s. It is both amusing and
disconcerting to leaf through. An interesting example of
illustrative media - it would be great for teaching purposes. Of
this edition OCLC locates four copies: Hagley, Tulane, UMinn
and Cleveland PL. Romaine locates a F-V catalogue of 1889.
McKinstry locates a copy of the present edition at Winterthur.

Of special note is the amazingly fine condition; trade catalogues
very rarely turn up in this condition.
4to (11 x 8 ½"), orig., printed wrappers, orig. printed cloth spine. 247 pp with
hundreds & hundreds of illus. A near fine copy.
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67.
FRYER, WM. J., JR. Architectural iron work. A practical
work for iron workers, architects and engineers, and all whose trade,
profession, or business connects them with architectural iron work.
Showing the organization and mechanical and financial management
of a foundry and shops for the manufacture of iron work for buildings.
New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1876
$750.00
First and only edition; an uncommon book, this is only the third
copy I have had in 54 years. The author was a workman who
had spent years in architectural iron work, though the book is
dedicated “To capital and labor.” In one respect the book
resembles a trade catalogue; he illustrates numerous iron
building parts, each with a careful description and analysis of
cost, e.g., round columns, box columns, arch girders, lintel and
cornice course, window lintel, window sill, wrought iron plate
girder, railing, newel post, iron shu�ers, roof cresting, iron
fronts, fireproof cylindrical tile floors and ceilings, etc. Other
parts of the text deal with contracts, specifications, etc.
Hitchcock 475.
8vo, recent maroon cloth, morocco spine label; gilt die stamp of a composite
capital from the original binding laid down on cover. xiii+220+(xvi) pp. with
4 full-p. wood-engr plates and 36 wood-engr. text illus. Almost invisible old
lib. blind stamp on t.p.
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IN THE ORIGINAL AESTHETIC
MOVEMENT BINDING
68.
FULLER, ALBERT W. Artistic homes in city and country. A
selection of sketches prepared in the routine of office-work and now
amplified and enlarged. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co., 1882
$1100.00
First edition, a good copy in the original aesthetic movement
binding. One of the more important house pa�ern books of the
eighties, this offers plans and perspective views of 8 “villas”, 7
co�ages, 2 city houses, and a country church. In addition to the
usual plans and elevations there are nine interior views, most

of which show Eastlake furniture. This was a popular and well
received book; by 1891 it was into the fifth revised edition.
Fuller (1854-1934) was born and educated in Clinton, N.Y. He
continued to practice through the years until he reached the age
of eighty, and was credited with the design of some of the finest
buildings of his time in Albany. Hitchcock 479. Very scarce.
Oblong 8vo, orig. dec. cloth, cover decorated with title and name of author
in large embossed le�ers, in three colours; an a�ractive aesthetic movement
binding. Neatly rehinged; orig. spine preserved and laid down. viii+(6) pp.
with 44 full-p. plates.
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THE ERRORS OF ARCHITECTS
69.
GALLACCINI, TEOFILO & ANTONIO VISENTINI.
Tra�ato sopra gli errori degli archite�i...(with) Osservazioni...che
servono di continuazione al tra�ato di Teofilio Gallaccini sopra gli
errori degli archite�i. Venice: G. Pasquali, 1767, 1771
$2850.00
First edition of Gallaccini’s treatise on the errors of architects of
the late 16th and early 17th century, one of the earliest a�acks
upon baroque construction and technique, wri�en in 1621 but
not published in the author’s lifetime (1564-1641). Gallaccini’s
observations are general and deal with planning, construction,
use of materials and similar fundamental ma�ers, but his
comments show that he adhered strictly to the basic rules of the
baroque system. The manuscript was discovered during the
neoclassical era and the followers of Lodoli’s rationalism took
up Gallaccini’s ideas. Pasquali, in partnership with Consul
Joseph Smith, published the work, prefaced by a life of the
author.
Visentini’s work, combined with that of Gallaccini was
to occupy a significant place in the history of 18th century
rationalist theory. Visentini took up Gallaccini’s ideas,
commented on them, and expanded them with direct
references to specific buildings, illustrating Gallaccini’s points
by actual examples drawn from the practices of the most
famous Italian architects. He brands as crimes against reason
the violation of the classical orders, the disruption of the
architectonic qualities, and the disintegration of spatial
concepts. Pasquali and Consul Smith published both the
original and the commentary and the two works are frequently
found together - as here. Fowler 133 & 290. BAL, Early Printed
Books, 159 & 3488.

Small folio (13 ¾ x 10 ¼"). Bound in the orig. heavy paper boards, old
(orig?) vellum spine. 2 works in one vol. I. Engr. t.p.+(xii)+81 pp with
8 full-page and 17 smaller etched plates. II. Etched frontisp., vii+141
pp. incl 61 full-p. etched plates and with engr. vigne�e on t.p. Old
light water stain comes and goes throughout the lower half of the
volume; priced accordingly.
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69A. GALLACCINI & VISENTINI. Tra�to sopra gli errori
(ANOTHER COPY) in better condition and priced accordingly
$3250.00
This copy is clean and fresh with no water stains. It has one
small defect; the first 20 or so leaves have a small area of
worming in the lower inner (gu�er) margin. Binding is
contemporary marbled paper sides, vellum spine and corners
and is rather worn.
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A KEY WORK OF
ARCHITECTURAL THEORY
“GARBETT IS OF GREAT
IMPORTANCE” - Pevsner
70.
GARBETT, EDWARD LACY. Rudimentary treatise on the
principles of design in architecture as deducible from nature and
exemplified in the works of the Greek and Gothic architects. London:
John Weale, 1850
$650.00
First edition of this li�le known but very important book.
Pevsner writes: “These are the most advanced statements [i.e.,
by Greek Thompson] of architectural theory of the whole midnineteenth century, except for those contained in ‘Mr. Garbe�’s
learned and able treatise.’ Garbe�’s Rudimentary treatise came
out in 1850, i.e., one year after the Seven lamps. It is a small
unassuming book, but it is the only one of its date in England to
face fully what architectural theory ought to involve...Garbe� is
of great importance in the context of this [i.e., Pevsner’s book]
for two reasons. He is the most intelligent, the most rational, the
most far-seeing of the prophets of an original style of the future,
and he is among the historicists the ablest of all defenders of the
Italianate, at least in England...It was a successful book.”- Some
architectural writers of the nineteenth century, pp. 188-193. See also
W. Kruft, A history of architectural theory, p. 349. This copy is
inscribed on the front pastedown in a contemporary hand: “H.
Richardson” - could this be Henry Hobson Richardson (1838-1886)?
12mo, orig. embossed red cloth, printed paper label on cover. viii+264 pp
with sca�ered text illus. Inner hinges strengthened; spine recovered with
matching red cloth.
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TRADE CATALOGUE OF IRON ROOFS
71.
GARRY IRON ROOFING CO. Catalogue of Garry Iron
Roofing Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Press of Clark-Bri�on Printing Co.,
1888
$375.00
This company was established in 1870; by 1888 it
was a major player in the field. The catalogue
illustrates and describes adjustable cap roofing,
corrugated iron, metallic shingles, gu�ers, doors,
shu�ers, paints (with four paint chips), etc.
Shows mill, grain elevator and depot with Garry
roofs. The introduction states the firm was THE
PIONEER IN THIS BUSINESS. That is simply
not true; see Diana Waite (ed), Architectural
Elements the technological revolution (1972) which
reprints six trade catalogues of architectural iron
companies all before 1870: Marshall, Lefferts &
Bro., 1854; Buffalo Eagle Iron Works, 1859;
Morris, Tasker & Co., 1860; Philadelphia
Architectural Iron Co., 1872; Keystone Mantel &
Slate Works, 1872 and George O. Stevens, 1879.
Romanie, p. 29.
Sm. 8vo, orig. printed wraps. 54 pp., profusely illus with
fine wood-engravings. Old water stain in upper right
corner (does not affect text or images). Short clean tear in
front wrapper (no loss).
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72.
GARRY IRON ROOFING CO. Roofing. [Cleveland,
OH]: the Company, 1892
$225.00
The Company was established in Cleveland in 1870. By the
1890s they were a major player in the field. The present
catalogue illustrates Garry’s Roll Cap roofing (with an
illustration showing workmen in the process of laying it); self
capping roofing; double seaming roofing; corrugated;
corrugated elevator siding; a fine full-page image of a grain
elevator; curved corrugated iron; Swiss co�age shingle;
diamond metallic shingle; also one image of an iron frame
building. OCLC lists 10 Garry catalogues but not this one.
Oblong 12mo (8 ½ x 3 ¾"), orig. printed wraps. 24 pp., every page with one
or more wood-engr illus. One or two leaves loose.
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73.
GAUDARD, JULES. On Foundations. [removed from
Minutes of Proceedings, Institution of Civil Engineers, v.L, Part IV],
London, 1877
$110.00
This essay was translated into English and published by Van
Nostrand (New York) in 1878 and again in 1891 (Hitchcock 503,
504). Gaudard (1833-1917) was a Swiss civil engineer who
designed and built iron railway bridges and taught at the
University of Lausanne. Hitchcock must have thought this
essay important enough to include it in his bibliography;
indeed, he states in his Preface: “Many engineering works
dealing with metal construction are included in this
bibliography because of their particular relevance to the
development of the skyscraper.”
8vo, removed and put in modern wrappers. Pages 112-147 with one folding
engraved plate.
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NOT ON THE PART LIST - AND IT
SHOULD BE - THE SOURCE FOR THE
FRANKLIN FIREPLACE
74.
GAUGER, [NICOLAS]. Fires improv’d: or a new method of building
chimnies, so as to prevent their smoaking...made English...by J. T.
Desaguliers. London: J. Senex & E. Curll, 1715
$1500.00
Originally published Paris 1713; this the first English edition. Eileen
Harris calls this “the earliest treatise on domestic heating and the basis
of all eighteenth century books on the subject in English...In the
summer of 1715 the well-known experimental philosopher J. T.
Desaguilers published a translation of Gauger’s book, omi�ing what
he thought superfluous and adding his own improvements to suit the
burning of coal in England.” - BABW, no. 244. This work was Benjamin
Franklin’s self-acknowledged source for his ideas on the Pennsylvania
fire place. James Logan of Philadelphia had a copy of the Amsterdam
edition of 1714 (Wolf. The library of James Logan, 794). But see also RIBA,
Early printed books, 1130 which states that “he [Franklin] had almost
certainly read in the English translation of 1715...” This title is not on
the Park List (A list of architectural books available in America before the
revolution) and it should be. Schimmelman 28. OCLC locates 4 copies
in American libraries: Harvard, A.Phil.S., Huntington & Winterthur.
16mo, orig. calf, neatly rebacked. (vi)+[1-6]-7-161[162-172]+1 ff with 9 engr fdg plates.
Bookplate of Seton of Mounie. A li�le dusty; a li�le thumbed but for this sort of book
a very good copy.
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75.
GENNETE, [CLAUDE LEOPOLD]. Nouvelle construction
des cheminées, qui garantit du FEU, & de la FUMEE à l’épreuve des
vents, du soleil, de la pluie, & des autres causes qui sont fumer les
Cheminées ordinaires. Liege: F. J. Desoer, 1760
$650.00
Originally published Paris, 1759. A very good untrimmed copy
of this rare li�le book on the causes and cures of smoky
chimneys. On this same subject see the works by Gauger and
Sachtleben. See also the work by Benjamin Franklin on this
subject. M. Gene�e was “premier physicien & mechaniste de S.
M. Imperiale.” The text also includes “le jugement de
l’Academie Royale des Sciences de Paris sur ce�e nouvelle
construction.” The UCBA, I, 651, cites a copy of this edition in
the Soane Museum. Berlin Catalogue 3842 (the Paris edition of
1759). Of the present edition OCLC/WORLDCAT locates five
copies in American libraries.
12mo, marbled sides, polished calf spine and corners, spine with gilt lines,
very handsome binding. 142+(ii) pp with 13 fdg. engr. plates; untrimmed.
Title page dusty.
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76.
GERBIER, SIR BALATHAZAR. Counsel and advice to all
builders for the choice of their surveyors, clerks of their works,
bricklayers, masons, carpenters, and other workmen therein
concerned. As also in respect of their works, materials and rates
thereof. London: by Tho. Mabb, for Tho. Heath, 1663 $5000.00
First edition second issue. The most notable feature of this li�le
book is the extraordinary list of 38 dedicatory epistles ranging
from the Duke of York and Prince Rupert to William Wade, an
architect/builder. Including as, Samuel Pepys put it in his Diary
on 28 May 1663 “almost all the men of any great condition in
England, so that the epistles are more than the book itself; and
both it and them not worth a farthing. (But in fact Pepys
apparently admired Gerbier enough to have acquired a major
collection of his original drawings; - see E. Chaney, The
evolution of the grand tour, ch. 9).
The book is not, however without merit; Eileen Harris
points out “his descriptions in Counsel and advice and building
materials and their prices are among the earliest published in
this country, preceded only by those in Thomas Willsford’s
li�le-known Architectonice (1659). Their contribution to English
architectural history has been recognized since the nineteenth
century.” - BABW, p. 207. As noted by Harris, the framework of
Gerbier’s book is Wo�ons Elements of Architecture (1624). Harris
252.
Small 8vo, finely bound in recent full calf. all edges gilt. (ii)+49 ff of ded.
epistles + 7 ff of prelims [To the courteous reader, 4 ff]; [The Epistles, 2 ff];
[The contents of this manual, 1 ff]; + 110 pp + final leaf of errata at end.
Lightly browned throughout. Bookplate of Dr & Mrs H. R. Knohl.
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“THE CLASSIC TEXTBOOK FOR
MODERN ARCHITECTURE FOR
MANY YEARS” - FIRST EDITION,
A PROOF COPY IN WRAPPERS
77.
GIEDION, SIGFRIED. Space, Time and Architecture, the
growth of a new tradition. Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1941
$500.00
First edition, a proof copy in wrappers and very rare thus, but
this is a fragment (as issued), a li�le more than the first half
only. It is 388 pp, ending halfway through Part VII, whereas
complete copies of the first edition had 601 pages. OCLC gives
14 entries for the first edition of 1941 and states 601 pages for all
copies described. Thus, there is no record of any other copy
which matches the one on offer here. I suspect this copy may be
unique, except perhaps for the archives of Harvard University
Press, which might hold another. It is in any case an extremely
rare survival; it is in the original plain blue paper wrappers.
Copies like this were never meant to leave the publisher’s
office.
“At the suggestion of Walter Gropius, Giedion was
invited to deliver the Charles Norton Lectures at Harvard
University in 1938/39. His poor English meant that his lectures
received li�le a�ention at the time; all the greater, however, was
the impact of the resulting book...Sixteen editions of Space, Time
and Architecture appeared in the United States and it was
translated into eight languages. The first German edition was
not to appear, though, until 1965…” (B. Evers & C. Thoenes,
Architectural Theory, 2015, pp. 748-759.

Lg 8vo, orig. blue paper wraps. xvi+388 pp with 221 halftones. Tiny nick at
head of spine, else a fine copy. Preserved in a drop-back box with morocco
spine label.
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PLANS OF SCHOOL HOUSES
78.
GREAT BRITAIN. COUNCIL ON EDUCATION.
Minutes of the Commi�ee of Council on Education...with
appendices and plans of school houses. [Parts I & II]. [London:
House of Commons, 15 April 1840]
$375.00
A massive compilation, the bulk of the text consists of
specifications for school houses, together with folding
plans for 23 schools by Sampson Kempthorne (1809-1873).
Kempthorne became architect to the Poor Law
Commissioners about 1835. “The Rules to be observed in
planning and fi�ing up Schools, published by the Commi�ee
of the Council on Education in 1839-40, contains 23 sheets
of schoolhouses drawn from his designs.” - Colvin, p. 486.
The designs range from small buildings for 30 children to
larger complexes for 300 children and 150 infants; they are
shown in plan as well as measured elevations from which
the buildings could presumably be built. Each of the plans
shows two different arrangements for arranging the
pupils, the National School Plan and the Lancasterian Plan.
Folio, recent cloth, morocco le�ering piece. 17+218 pp with 23 fdg plans
(litho by Standidge & Co., London).
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